The design and construction of a two-port surface transceiver resonator for both 1 H-and 23 Na-MRI in the rodent brain at 7T is described. interleaved fashion as a function of time in the acute phase of the stroke without having to exchange, re-adjust, or re-connect resonators between scans. Using the practical construction steps described in this paper, this coil design.
INTRODUCTION
With increasing static magnetic field strengths and stronger, faster and more accurately controllable gradient and acquisition hardware, 23 Na Magnetic Resonance Imaging ( 23 Na-MRI) has become a promising technique to investigate diseased tissue states non-invasively in pre-clinical models of disease [1] [2] [3] [4] . The potential diagnostic benefits of 23 Na-MR imaging have recently been demonstrated for common pathological conditions such as tumor [5, 6] , stroke [7] [8] [9] , Alzheimer disease [10] , paramyotonia [11] , arthritis [12] , multiple sclerosis [13] and functional renal imaging [14] in humans. In addition, pre-clinical in vivo 23 Na MRI enables one to temporally follow pathological progression in animal models of common human disease [14] [15] [16] .
However, 23 Na-MRI generally suffers from low Signal-to-Noise-Ratios (SNR) primarily due to the low 45 mM 23 Na concentration in tissue (equivalent to a 0.3 % NaCl solution) [17] . Imaging of the rat brain poses an additional challenge, due to the small voxel sizes typically required (in the μl range) to achieve the spatial resolution necessary to identify common brain structures such as the cortex and the subcortex in rodent stroke models. As a result, deriving a meaningful conclusion from such low resolution data in recently published studies has proved difficult [1, 18, 19] . Attempts have been made to improve the achievable SNR in 23 Na-MRI by developing optimal radiofrequency resonators [20] , although it is clear that higher spatial-temporal resolution is required if 23 Na-MRI is to realize its considerable potential in in vivo studies.
Dual resonator systems consisting of separate volume transmit resonators and receive-only surface detectors combine the benefits of a homogeneous B 1 -transmit field and good receiver sensitivity [16] ; however, despite geometric and active decoupling possibilities the sensitivity of such configurations for in vivo MRI invariably suffer compared to surface transceiver coils due to the close proximity of the surface detector to the volume transmitter. If B 1 -field homogeneity is not critical, superior sensitivity can be achieved with transceiver surface coils.
When designing a surface resonator for 23 Na-MRI, it is furthermore important to include 1 H imaging capabilities to allow for co-registration of the lower-resolution 23 Na images with 1 H anatomical data. For applications such as acute stroke imaging, for instance, such double-tuning allows for a comparison of the temporal evolution of the 23 Na signal with concomitant signal changes in diffusion-and also T 2 -weighted 1 H-MR data without the need to reposition the sample. Ideally, a resonator with two separate ports and the option to separately tune and match both channels is required. The challenge in this case stems from the need to achieve sufficient independence of both channels, for example in separating each channel's connection port in order to obtain two independently tune-and match-able resonance modes. In this way, the sensitivity for both channels could in theory be optimized, ideally without disturbing the system when switching between 23 Na and 1 H imaging during the course of a long multi-modal MRI experiment.
A number of distinct approaches to the design of double-tuned resonators have been described in the literature. The first approach is based on the use of two geometrically decoupled resonators, with each resonating at a specific frequency corresponding to the nuclei of interest such that the temporal magnetic flux generated by one resonator through the other is near zero [21] . A limitation of this approach arises in the case of surface resonators, which must be centred above the rat brain in order to achieve their optimal sensitivity; however, the geometrically decoupling of two such resonators will invariably result in one or both being sub-optimally located with respect to the rat brain. Hence, this approach is predominantly employed for volume resonators such as birdcage coils, where the two resonant modes can be easily arranged orthogonally to each other on the resonator's cylindrical structure without changing their sensitivity range [21, 22] .
The second approach, the transformer-coupled design [23] , achieves the double-tuned state through two physically separated, but strongly coupled resonance structures, which are both tuned to the same resonance frequency [24] or each to one of the target frequencies [20] prior to resonator coupling. In the latter case, blocking circuits [20] are required to limit the lower resonance mode to only a single resonator and to create two ports for the measurement of the two separate frequency signals. An inductively-coupled 31 P/ 1 H surface coil was designed using this principle [24] , however, the connection of two coaxial cables without interference on the higher frequency channel is extremely difficult using this resonator design, which invariably lowers the achievable SNR. Furthermore, as with the previous approach, the 1 H and 23 Na channels are difficult to be adjusted without interfering with the other channel's tuning and matching parameters, which ultimately restricts one's ability to switch quickly between nuclei during an MRI experiment without having to readjust the resonance circuit or trade-off sensitivity in one of the two channels.
A third design approach achieves the double-tuned state via the insertion of a second resonant circuit (a "trap" circuit) into the original resonance loop. The trap consists of a parallel LC network formed using a passive inductor [25] , the use of which invariably degrades the sensitivity since it contributes to noise generation and not to MR signal pick-up. On the other hand, this approach requires only one resonance structure for both frequencies, which simplifies the MR adjustments using the high sensitivity 1 H channel and allows for the optimum positioning of the sample relative to the resonance structure. Due to the identical surface element used for both frequencies, the similar spatial sensitivities can also benefit the absolute quantification of the Tissue Sodium Concentration (TSC) [17] .
An extended trap circuit approach was used in this paper, wherein a single loop was tuned to both 1 H and 23 Na frequencies as described in previous designs, but with both signal components passed to the MR system's preamplifiers via separate coaxial cables.
The advantages of the newly-developed resonator for interleaved 23 Na-and 1 H-MRI were then demonstrated in a rodent acute stroke model.
EXPERIMENTAL
The design philosophy used for the surface resonator is described in this section, together with specific explanation of the adjustment process employed to optimize the inter-channel decoupling.
Circuit Design Principle
The electronic design principle of the double-tuned detector element (resonator without any connected coaxial cable) is illustrated in Figure 1a . The basic rf circuit components in this trap circuit design are the detector inductance (L Det ), the trap circuit inductance (L Tr ), the trap circuit capacitance (C Tr ), the 23 Na-resonance frequency-determining capacitor (C Na ), and the 1 H-resonance frequency-determining capacitor (C H ). The higher level of complexity in this circuit compared to that generally used derives from the parallel capacitor C H , which provides a balanced ground connection and two frequency-dependent live connection paths on the resonance circuit.
To understand the double-tuning capability of this circuit, one must find the frequency-dependent current paths determined by the capacitive and inductive impedances 'seen' at 79.4 and 300 MHz, which correspond to the 23 23 Na-resonance frequency-determining capacitor C Na can thus be neglected, because it has nearly no effect on the higher 1 H-resonance frequency. Therefore, the electronic circuit at 300 MHz can be simplified as shown in Figure 1b . From this simplified circuit diagram, one can approximate the resonance condition at 300 MHz via:
At the 23 
To enable optimum coil performance, both RF cables (that is, for the 1 H and 23 Na channels) must be sufficiently decoupled from each other. Furthermore, it is highly desirable if tuning and matching can be designed to be independently adjustable in situ within the MRI system, so that adjustments performed on one channel have no effects on the other channel's resonance properties. These requirements impose a challenge on designing the transceiver coil with a high degree of RF stability. The stability of the resonance frequency, in turn, was highly dependent on the ground potential balance, which was adjusted by the deliberate creation of zero potential "null" spots (also referred to as virtual ground [26] ) at specified locations on the resonance structure. Null spots are locations on the coil at which the measurable potential variation remains zero when a frequency-specific emf is induced in the coil. In all simple and symmetric LC parallel resonators (e.g.: single inductor and single capacitor), a null spot exists at resonance frequency at approximately half of the inductor length, and can be empirically found by tapping along the inductor with a metal screw driver and simultaneously observing the s 11 -reflection measurement on the network analyzer screen. The resonance curve will remain unchanged if the resonator is tapped at a null spot, whereas a change in frequency will be observed if tapped at a hot spot due to leakage current effects and concomitant resonance property changes. To generate additional null spots, the principle of split tuning capacitors is commonly employed [26] .
The connection of ground to a null spot guarantees optimized resonator stability with regards to matching and tuning.
The fact that null spots can be located at different frequency-dependent physical positions on the resonance circuit was exploited when connecting the RF cables to the double-tuned surface resonator. By attaching the 23 Na frequency output cable to a 1 H null spot, the drain of 1 H signal through that additional conductor path was minimized. This splitting of the null spots is illustrated in Figure 2 . The 23 Na capacitors C Na1 and C Na2 possessed low impedance at the 1 H frequency and thus behaved like a short circuit at the higher frequency. Therefore, the 1 H frequency's null spot position remained unchanged at half the trap circuit's inductance, that is, in between the trap circuit capacitor's electrodes (C Tr ). Bearing these design principles in mind, the surface coil was developed as described in the following section.
Practical double-tuned 23 Na-1 H surface coil design
The detector part of the coil was manufactured using copper wire (1. subsequently high impedance at 79.4 MHz. The C Na capacitor was also split into capacitors C Na1 and C Na2 . They were placed symmetrically with respect to the originally inserted tuning capacitors C H1 and C H2 .
It was also important to block remaining components of the undesired second frequency in the respective RF coaxial cable path to limit signal losses. The final coil and circuit design is shown in Figure 3 . A 1 H trap circuit was inserted in between the 23 Na terminal point and the matching trimmer capacitor (0.5 -6 pF, model NMQM6GE, Voltronics, USA) to which the coaxial cable for transmitting the measured 23 Na MR signal to the preamplifier was fixed. The trap circuit was tuned to 300 MHz by a 0.3 -3.5 pF trimmer capacitor (AT5800, TEMEX, France), a 3.3 pF fixed value capacitor, and a 1.5 winding 0.8 mm diameter copper wire wound on 6 mm drill bit (approximately 40 nH).
For 23 Na tuning purposes, a tuning trimmer capacitor (0.5 -6 pF, NMQM6GE, Voltronics, USA) was mounted in parallel to C Na1 and C Na2 . Tuning of the 1 H frequency was achieved via a custom-designed variable inductor. By inserting a brass tuning rod into the windings of the trap circuit inductance, which could be screwed in and out remotely, the resonance frequency could be accurately adjusted to 300 MHz. 1 H matching was achieved through a trimmer capacitor (0.5 -6 pF, NMQM6GE, Voltronics, USA). Once all coil components were mounted, the optimization process was performed as follows. Na inter-channel decoupling and hence maximal 23 Na Q-factor was achieved. The decoupling at the 79.4 MHz frequency was then adjusted by varying the C Na1 -to-C Na2 -ratio, whereby the condition C Na1 > C Na2 had to be fulfilled (C Na1 = 64 pF and C Na2 = 30 pF). This compensation was necessary because insertion of the trap circuit inductance and connection of the coaxial cables to the resonator invariably lead to a shift of the 23 Na null spot (it was no longer located between C Na1 and C Na2 , but rather was below C Na2 ). The ratio was deemed to be adequately adjusted when the dip in the s 21 -transmission curve was measured below -30 dB at 79.4 MHz. To measure the resonance properties of the final coil design, both RF cables were connected to a network analyzer (model E5061A, Agilent
Technology, USA) and the s 11 -reflection and transmission curves were acquired.
The mechanical stability of the coil was an important factor in the coil design to ensure optimum performance under in vivo measurement conditions. Once the resonator was placed on top of the sample and moved into the magnet bore, the resonance properties changed due to interactions with the scanner environment (for example, with the gradients) and with the sample itself. Therefore, variable tuning and matching capacitors were mechanically inbuilt into each channel of the transceiver coil in order to restore the optimum resonance properties at the site of the MRI experiment. Accessing one of the small 6 mm diameter trimmer capacitors from a distance of > 1 m was difficult due to a lack of space and light in the magnet. Thus, it was important that those capacitors could be remotely varied from outside the magnet bore. To do this, 30 cm long fibreglass rods were attached to the variable components via custom-made plastic supports that prevented breakage of the brittle glass capacitors.
The SNR of the magnitude images was calculated as
(Equation 3)
where S and N are the mean signal amplitude in a central region of interest (ROI) and the mean noise in a background ROI, respectively [20] .
The SNR of the resonator was improved by double-winding the coil element, while shaping the plane of the coil to better fit around the head of a rat further increased the SNR at depth. Thick copper wire was used in preference to thin foil, as this allowed for adequate separation between the individual coil loops, which is necessary in order to minimize crosstalk (the proximity-effect) deriving from the required high capacitive impedance (> 1 kΩ) between the two windings at the low frequency. The use of more loops degraded the characteristics of the coil due to the small dimensions involved. paraformaldehyde in a phosphate buffer. Following fixation, the brain was harvested, processed and embedded in paraffin wax and subsequently sectioned at 6 μm and stained with haematoxylin and eosin for histological analysis. 23 Na images were measured from as early as 20 minutes up to 5 hours after MCAO, with ADC measurements performed in between. At ~ 6 hrs after the stroke was induced, ischaemic core tissue was defined as region of infarction identified in the histology slides, while still-viable, but underperfused tissue (penumbra) was defined as the mismatch between regions of perfusion deficit (<57% contralateral perfusion [31] ) and ischaemic core tissue.
MRI in Vivo Experiments
Linear regression was performed on the time-course data for the 23 
RESULTS
The reflection and transmission curves for both channels of the home-built coil are presented in Figure 4 , demonstrating the high degree of isolation (in excess of -30 dB)
between the 23 Na and 1 H channels. All other resonator characteristics are listed in Table 1 .
Note the significantly higher loaded Q-factor at the 23 For the stroke experiment, the relative 23 Na images and quantitative ADC maps at different time points after the stroke was induced are shown in Figure 7a . The slope and offset maps for the 23 Na and 1 H ADC data sets were computed and are presented in Figure   7b . The histology line diagram delineating the region of infarcted tissue and 1 H perfusion weighted image at 6 hrs after stroke onset time are presented in Figure 7c . At the time of sacrifice, the tissue damage revealed by histology was evident in cortical and subcortical regions. The perfusion deficit was found to extend slightly further into the upper cortex.
The area of significantly-increased 23 Na signal and decreased ADC closely matched the area of infarct identified from histology, while significantly decreased 23 Na was measured in the mismatch regions defined by the perfusion/histology mismatch approach (see arrows in the respective images).
DISCUSSION
The circuit design described in the paper produced a significant improvement in achievable in vivo SNR compared to the current state-of-the art design [20] by specifically separating and ensuring optimal decoupling between the 1 H and 23 Na channels. The design also benefits from an ability to independently tune and match each channel, thereby ensuring that an optimal sensitivity is achieved for each sample imaged. Re-adjusting the resonator components after switching from one nucleus to the other was thus avoided.
The use of a two-winding, thick wire detector element instead of a one winding copper strip resulted in an effective loaded Q-factor increase to 117 in the 23 Na channel;
only half as high loaded Q-factor of 64 was achieved with a single loop by others [20] .
However, the loaded Q-factor of 75 measured at the 1 H frequency was nearly identical to 71 measured by a single winding loop at 170MHz. Although the 23 Na channel's unloaded Q-factor was increased, the loaded Q-factors were similar at the 1 H frequency, indicating that the double-winding had no effect on the coil's sensitivity at that high frequency. In this case, any improvement stemming from the double winding may have been cancelled out by either the closeness of the coil windings (proximity effect) or the increased coil resistance.
Hence, while the choice of a two turns coil is obviously beneficial at the sodium frequency, it increases the detector impedance at 300 MHz resulting is a slight compromise for the proton sensitivity. Care must be exercised with such bench-level measurements, since they neglect the actual noise contribution for the various geometrical conditions. A further consideration when comparing resonators arises from the fact that the multiple-winding has a complex influence on the detector losses due to an increase in coil inductance and a subsequent decrease in coil capacitance. The lower value capacitor needed for a two-turn coil is generally of much lower Q than the capacitor value needed for a one-turn. By double-winding the resistive losses of the trap inductor were also reduced relative to the occurring resistive losses in the larger detector inductance. Finally, the solder and trap circuit resistance will contribute more significantly with the one turn coil. All these factors may explain why the Q-factor was higher for the two turns coil as compared to the single-turn, which makes it difficult to attribute the Q-factor improvement solely to the number of turns. Although the use of more than two loops increases the unloaded Q-factor even further, in practice it was found that the increase in conductor surface area with more windings tended to increase dielectric losses and produced no improvement in the loaded Q-factor. The coil geometry presented herein was found to be optimum for the chosen frequency of 79.4 MHz and with an effective coil diameter of 26 mm.
Anatomical shaping of the double-winding surface coil further increased the signal sensitivity, which was reflected by the overall sensitivity improvement in the 23 with a correction factor taking into account the different field strengths [26] , acquisition times and voxel resolutions used in each study, such that they could be compared to the current study (that is, commensurate with all images being acquired at 7 T in 40 minutes with 4 μl voxel size, respectively). Thus, in the study of Alecci et al. [20] , their measured SNR of 11 acquired at 4 T (correction factor 1.75) with 8µl voxel size (correction factor 0.5) and 35min acquisition time (correction factor 1.07) converts to an equivalent SNR of 10 compared to 45 in the current study. A ten-fold improvement in equivalent SNR was achieved compared to a recently published technical note [33] , where a novel triple 1 H/ 23 Na/ 39 K coil was employed. In this study, it is likely that a compromise was reached between the SNR efficiencies for the 23 Na and 39 K channels, perhaps focusing on the latter, less sensitive nuclei at the expense of the 23 Na nuclei's sensitivity. The SNR can be further optimized through the use of an ultra-short TE sequence, such as the recently published density adapted radial technique [34] .
The newly-developed coil described herein proved capable of acquiring high SNR 23 Na brain images in vivo with high resolution within reasonable acquisition times of 10 minutes in a rat stroke study. ADC maps were also acquired without having to change the resonator system between scans. A clear increase of the 23 Na signal in permanently damaged tissue over time was observed, which presented as a 23 Na slope of ~20%/h, while only minor changes were observable within the hypointense regions of the ADC maps.
More interestingly, 23 [17] . ,
To a first approximation, the two channels may be assumed to have identical spatial receive sensitivities; however, as the dielectric losses due to homogeneous loading vary with frequency, the spatial distribution of the flip angles can vary with identical transmit powers and thus this would need to be adjusted for each frequency for every experimental set-up.
This could be achieved by placing a reference vial on top of the resonator and by adjusting 180° flip angle (signal saturation line) in identical spatial location in both the 23 Na and 1 H images. However, frequency-dependent interferences in the sample such as dielectric resonances, stationary waves, conductivity effects, and heterogeneous loading, may cause further differences in the flip angle distribution between both channels and render accurate TSC quantification more problematic.
Given the availability of MRI animal scanners at ultra high fields, the coil design described herein could be easily adapted for fields higher then 7T, because the interchannel decoupling was achieved via the null spot method which eliminated possible losses introduced by the RF components of a decoupling circuit. Indeed, this design technique can equally be used to construct coils for the imaging of other nuclei such as 17 O, 13 C, 31 P, 39 K, and 43 Ca, etc.
In conclusion, the acquisition of 23 Na images of the rat brain with significantly greater spatial resolution compared to recently published small animal 23 Na MRI studies was described. The newly-developed coil system will allow for extensive studies of total 23 Na-and intra-cellular 23 Na-concentration changes in animal models of common human diseases with high spatio-temporal resolution. Na tuning capacitors, C Na1 and C Na2 , into the trap circuit path. C Na1 and C Na2 are effectively short circuits for the 1 for the 23 Na channel connected to port 1 and the 1 H channel connected to port 2 (s 11 -and s 22 -measurements for the 23 Na and 1 H channels, respectively). Note the lack of resonance peak at the undesired resonance frequency, which was characterized by an excellent channel isolation of < -30 dB in the s 21 -transmission curve in each case. zero-filling by factor 2). Two fiducial vials containing gels of known NaCl concentrations were mounted above the coil for quantification purposes. The fat layer above the brain, which lay in close proximity to the surface detector element, produced a high 23 Na signal. Na signal as well as 23 Na offset in penumbra, while no change was ADC changes were observed in the same region.
